Second-Order Effects of the COVID-19 Response
A Challenge, A Crisis, and An Opportunity to Rebuild America

THIS IS AN ECONOMIC WAR ROOM SPECIAL REPORT:
What happens after we emerge from our mandated lockdown? It is time to focus on
domestic and foreign threats and how they may impact you. It is also a good time to
step back and look at some hopeful things.

In terms of Domestic Threats, we identified
issues in three areas:

1. Political
2. Economic
3. Personal

There are also numerous Foreign Threats, including:

1. China is running a global propaganda effort.
2. China is using the crisis they started to try and win over nations suffering
under COVID-19.
3. China has reopened the “wet markets” where the virus supposedly started with
people eating bats.
4. Russia, China, North Korea and Iran are attempting to undermine the dollar.

STATUS REVIEW:
Our first Coronavirus Live Special was broadcast in February. On that day, there were
60 people in the United States diagnosed and no deaths. The total soared more than
100-fold in less than three weeks.

In our second episode, we dealt with the economic and market impacts. When that
aired, the market was near its recent low. Within two days it made a short-term
bottom and then jumped 4,000 points on the Dow Jones Industrial Average in less than
a week–22% gains in three trading days.
It is essential that we stick to facts and respond with reason and intelligence rather than panic. It is also a good time to pray and ask God for guidance and help. There is potential for optimism and even opportunity for our nation.

NOTE: Neither Economic War Room nor Kevin Freeman offer medical or investment advice. This report is only intended to share important thoughts and perceptions from our sources, including some of the top experts in the nation.

“For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.”

–2 Timothy 1:7 (KJV)

Your Mission: To understand the second-order effects of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

1. Know that there will be consequences to our response and we need to prepare for them now.

2. The battle for the soul of our nation will not retire as the world shuts down. In fact, the battle between individual liberty and collective control will escalate even as we start to get back to work.

3. There are both domestic and foreign threats. But there are also some very hopeful things at work. We must rise to the occasion, take action now, and win the fight so the next generation can enjoy freedom.
Ep. LS-3 (OSINT) Open Sourced Intelligence Briefing. Kevin Freeman has been meeting with top health, national security, and business experts to bring the real story about the coronavirus threat. The following are highlights from Economic War Room’s Coronavirus Live Update briefing as well as critical additional links and research.

**REVIEW:**

In our first live episode on the crisis, we explained the virus threat, the health threat, and provided CDC recommendations regarding mitigation and prevention. At the time, we warned that it could become a pandemic even though that had not been declared. The information we shared largely stands true today. Federal, State, and Local governments have implemented procedures to stop the spread. We suggested you get a reasonable amount of supplies and food and that proved to be timely and valuable advice. We made an extra effort to tamp down panic and offered good information for preparation. But no panic! Go back and watch Episode 76 on BlazeTV, XOTV, Facebook, and YouTube. You should also download the FREE Battle Plan.

In our second live update, we discussed what could happen next, with the economy and stock market. We discussed how the responses underway and how the crisis might change our lives going forward. We provided objective perspective on past bull and bear markets and discussed how you might work with your financial advisor to adjust your finances and investments to prepare for what’s ahead. You can watch our special episode on BlazeTV, XOTV, Facebook, and YouTube. You can also go back and download the FREE Battle Plan from March 18.
Don’t forget the famous quote often attributed to Winston Churchill even though he probably never said it:

“Americans will always do the right thing, but only after they have tried everything else.”

**ALERT:** There’s no doubt that Americans are responding. That’s the good news. But there are “second-order" effects that will impact you and you need to start preparing now.

A Look at What’s Ahead in the Short Term

There will be more “rescue packages. There will be an INFRASTRUCTURE BILL. We can’t predict how much, what, or even if it will pass. But there will be a big push. We told you that previously and the push is already underway.
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There is also an OIL WAR underway. This will impact your finances but also our economy.

Russia and Saudi Arabia have been increasing production as demand has collapsed due to the global economic shutdown. While President Trump has been negotiating with both, there has clearly been an impact on oil markets.

» The price of oil in West Texas, right where it’s pumped, has been as low as $10 per barrel. That’s before transportation. In Canada, their heavy crude is below $5 per barrel, less than a pint of good beer in the same location.

» Storage is filling up. There is no demand. Some are even suggesting oil prices could drop below ZERO! That’s where producers would PAY to take a barrel of oil of their hands.

» We will be covering this in great detail in an upcoming episode featuring energy expert, Troy Andrews.

In the Medium-Term, there are DOMESTIC THREATS from the Second-Order Effects.

DOMESTIC POLITICAL THREATS
1. Election Fraud Risks are rising with the pandemic and response.
   a. If we go to all electronic ballots, the risks of hacking and manipulation increase dramatically. We have proven that the current electronic voting machines can be hacked. But it gets exponentially worse if the election is 100% online.
   b. Ballot harvesting was included in the “recovery package.” It is a horrible idea and ripe with potential for coercion and manipulation. This technique was used in conservative counties in California to wipe out the Republicans. No wonder leftist politicians wanted to mandate it nationwide. They even purposely held up recovery funds to blackmail the Congress into passing this. Fortunately, cooler heads prevailed this time.
c. Mail-in voting is the new push. There is no way to guarantee security in this case. It could be an open opportunity for election fraud, especially with stakes this high and untested systems.

“Votes cast by mail are less likely to be counted, more likely to be compromised and more likely to be contested than those cast in a voting booth, statistics show.” – New York Times

NOTE: We covered both Election Fraud and Voter Fraud in Episodes 20 and 21:
• 02/14/19, EP21 Election Theft, Download Economic Battle Plan™
• 02/07/19, EP20 Voter Fraud - Dirty Tricks, Download Economic Battle Plan™

2. Trump Derangement Syndrome is worsening. The media has really cranked it up hoping to hurt the President’s chances of reelection.

Scrutiny like we’ve never seen before. Lie after lie. Falsely blaming President Trump for closing the Pandemic Office when he actually streamlined multiple efforts. Blaming him for muzzling Dr. Fauci when that is clearly not true. Calling him a racist for the travel ban from China that actually saved lives. Claiming he called the virus a hoax (which he didn’t). Blaming him for the death of a man who purposely swallowed fish tank cleaner.

But any honest critic should be able to see that President Trump is doing a good job. Look at this clip from a Daily Caller interview with Mark Cuban.

Clearly, those who oppose the President see this as their third swing at bat after 1) the failed Mueller report and 2) failed impeachment. That’s why their accusations have been so over the top despite the extraordinary efforts of this Administration.

REMEMBER: In the early days of this crisis, the Democrats were 100% focused on impeachment. This was a horrible and unnecessary distraction at the worst possible time. Despite this, President Trump was, in fact, working with medical leaders and infectious-disease scientists as shown in this photo taken in January ("hat tip" to Star Parker for sharing it).
Around that time, Nancy Pelosi was tearing up the President’s State of the Union speech and virtually ignoring the threat. They called the President “racist,” “xenophobic,” and basically ignorant for banning flights from China in January. But in late February, Democrats were the clueless ones giving the WORST possible advice. Nancy Pelosi was urging crowds to gather in Chinatown as late as February 24, 2020.

https://twitter.com/i/status/1244367217912881160

Speaker Pelosi was not alone with the bad advice. NY mayor de Blasio on March 3 (well after when we warned you of what was coming) told people to “go out on the town” despite the coronavirus threat. https://freepressers.com/articles/mayor-urged-new-yorkers-to-go-out-on-the-town-now-20-000-infected

https://twitter.com/BilldeBlasio/status/1234648718714036229

Sadly, these are the same people who are now attacking President Trump for being clueless. They are fueling Trump Derangement Syndrome wherever possible. This is despite the fact that they know better. California Governor Newsom, for example, actually praised the President’s response, despite serious efforts to get him to do otherwise. They couldn’t believe it.

Have you ever known the media and opposition party to so blatantly attempt to undermine our government in a serious crisis? No other Administration has been so unfairly assaulted as this one. That is what we mean by Trump Derangement Syndrome.
Even the Washington Post has acknowledged (with a 4-Pinocchio rating) that the Biden camp has outright lied about “muzzling” scientists.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/03/24/biden-campaigns-false-claim-top-cdc-official-was-silenced/

This is just one of innumerable lies being used to undermine our President in a crisis. Take a look at the links at the end of this Battle Plan and you will see multiple examples. One of the most despicable is the claim that our President instructed a couple to swallow fish-tank cleaner as a cure for the coronavirus. The husband died and they claimed Trump was culpable. The media pushed that story hard. The truth, however, is that the wife is an outspoken leftist who despises President Trump. Who knows their motive for doing something so stupid? Steven Crowder has an opinion.

And, you have likely heard the lie that our Coronavirus Trajectory is “the worst in the world.” This misleading conclusion comes from pointing out that we have the most cases by far. There are a couple of things that make this seem possible. First, we know China has massively underreported. British estimates are that their caseload is 15–40 times higher than they are saying. If true, our caseload is a fraction of theirs, even on a per-capita basis. Second, comparing smaller nations like Spain and Italy to the United States on a strict numerical basis is misleading. We have a much larger population. When you compare on a per-capital basis, we are doing substantially better than either as shown in the chart from AEI.

Here is the risk. While some in the media and even on the left have proven honest, many others see this as the third swing at bat in taking down Trump. They are attempting to discredit the President in order to take over the White House. And, you have to wonder how long ago it was planned.

Then We Have the Very Curious Comments from George Soros in late January:

George Soros warns Trump of potential economic doom before election

CNBC  JAN 23, 2020
“Liberal billionaire George Soros said Thursday that the U.S. economy could be headed for calamity as a result of President Donald Trump’s efforts to juice American business and stock prices ahead of the 2020 election... ‘The stock market, already celebrating Trump’s military success, is breaking out to reach new heights,’ he said. ‘But an overheated economy can’t be kept boiling for too long. If all this had happened closer to the elections, it would have assured his reelection.’

‘His problem is that the elections are still 10 months away, and in a revolutionary situation, that is a lifetime,’ Soros said.

Soros (also) said Chinese President Xi Jinping is ‘trying to exploit Trump’s weaknesses.’”


That was January 23 (about the same time that Nancy Pelosi was urging crowds to gather in Chinatown) and the elitists knew the virus was breaking out of Wuhan. Did they game plan an opportunity to take out a President, knowing his election was almost guaranteed if the economy held up? Some point to Event 201, the Global Pandemic Exercise that took place October 18, 2019 in New York as suspiciously timed. It’s very likely that this exercise was discussed in Davos. They knew a crisis was coming. Did they plan how to take advantage of it? The Soros comments, in hindsight, seem eerily prescient.

You should note that there are some investigations into Soros’ investments and any ties to Wuhan and virus research. These may turn out to be nothing, but we will watch as things unfold.

3. Communist Disinformation is another serious political risk. We spoke with Trevor Loudon to understand just how the Chinese Communist Party was pushing propaganda into the American political process. Trevor is the best-selling author of The Enemies Within and a new book White House Reds.

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC THREATS

1. Will we be facing INFLATION or DEPRESSION? Or a little of Both?

Everyone everywhere is desperate to get cash. It looks like deflation on a path to depression with the estimates of 30% or higher unemployment rates. Sounds like the Great Depression. The difference between now and the 1930s, however, is the FEDERAL RESERVES promise to backstop EVERYTHING along with trillions in additional government spending. This will add sharply to our total outstanding debt. And it will have multiple second-order effects, the first of which will likely be inflation.

"Injecting trillions into the economy, through fiscal policy that aims to put money in American households and businesses, and the Fed’s pumping of liquidity into the financial system, could help fill the short-term economic hole dug by the efforts to contain the coronavirus.

But once the pandemic recedes, significant, longer-term effects might be apparent. And they aren’t likely to be positive."
Wartime finances that balloon budget deficits and that are covered by money-printing have proved inflationary throughout history.

At the same time, globalization—already in retreat in the trade wars—will be curtailed further, as supply chains are relocated to avoid crossing borders, rather than to maximize comparative advantage. That will raise the cost of internationally traded goods at a time when prices of services already are moving higher....

Julian Brigden of Macro Intelligence 2 Partners (writes)... ‘This is going to be very inflationary.’

So what does that mean?

» Everyone is raising cash might seem good for now. There will be lots of potentially wonderful investments at bargain prices at some point requiring cash to scoop them up.

» It’s important to remember, however, that CASH in INFLATION is generally BAD. Inflation simply means the loss of purchasing power for cash over time.

» We can’t guarantee that inflation will emerge but can share the reasons why it might.

» The Federal Reserve is actively making cash available for anyone who shows a need for it and can justify the support.

» GET WITH YOUR ADVISOR and see how this may impact your investments and your household budget.

2. The Risk of a Takeover of our Corporations by the Hard Left.

We’ve explained the risks of ESG Investing in Episode 80 (you can get the Battle Plan for review).

Activist investors, both private money managers and government pensions, are pushing corporations to prioritize climate change and social justice initiatives over profits. They also are demanding board composition to conform with their view of “broad gender diversity.” While this is laudable in some cases, is a quota system really the best way to manage private companies?
3. The risks of Nationalization of key industries and companies.

- The Government Rescue packages are offered with strings.
- The Hard Left is pushing to nationalize critical industries.
- Companies are hurting, generally through no fault of their own, due to the government-mandated nationwide shutdown.
- This smacks of socialism, communism, or worse. It is a huge threat to the economic liberty of our nation.
- Coming out of this, we will need MORE ECONOMIC LIBERTY and LESS GOVERNMENT INTRUSION.
- That’s why we need an Economic War Room. To educate others about these threats and strategize how to defeat them!

THREATS TO YOUR PERSONAL LIBERTY

There are genuine risks to your basic Constitutional Rights, including both our cherished First and Second Amendments.

1. There is an attack on your **FREE SPEECH rights**.

- Leftist politicians and the media can make all kinds of claims and are not held accountable. Yet, if an ordinary citizen speculates outside the official narrative, they get shouted down.
- Social Media silencing those who want to question government information. Are they right? Maybe but horrible precedent. Can’t state thoughts outside approved official COVID-19 information. Here’s a headline from Tech Crunch:

2. There are also attacks on your Religious Liberty.

Here are three examples:

a. Shutting down churches by Government Order. While this seems quite sensible for safety given the circumstances, it should be done cooperatively. Allowing the government to have the ability to shut down churches at their discretion is a very dangerous threat to future liberty if the power is used arbitrarily.

b. A nonsense NY Times article sought to blame Christians for the pandemic. Any honest observer can clearly see that the Administration has followed scientific advice. Yet this article suggests that they are acting as science deniers. It is a blatant attack on faith. [https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/27/opinion/coronavirus-trump-evangelicals.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/27/opinion/coronavirus-trump-evangelicals.html)

c. A third example was the brutally unfair attack on Mike Lindell, the My Pillow guy. Mike offered to turn his factory into making masks needed by our health professionals and make them available at his cost. But he dared mention God. He even suggested we consider reading our Bibles. Wow! How awful!

To sum up the Domestic Threat, we must realize that the Hard Left sees our crisis as their opportunity.

[https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/rahm_emanuel_409899](https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/rahm_emanuel_409899)
One of the top Democrats in Congress said almost the same thing:

Dem Rep. Told Colleagues Coronavirus Bill Is ‘Tremendous Opportunity to Restructure Things to Fit Our Vision’

National Review: March 23, 2020 10:52 AM
“Majority Whip James Clyburn (D., S.C.) told caucus members last week that the bill was ‘a tremendous opportunity to restructure things to fit our vision.’”

That attitude certainly showed up in the Rescue Bill. They held it up for partisan purposes, then filled it with pork, political favors, and a “wish list.” They wanted even more. They played for all the marbles:

» Ballot harvesting, early voting, same-day registration, mail-in votes, no ID required.
» Cash to illegal immigrants.
» Control of corporations.
» Climate change laws.
» A “digital currency” that would undermine the dollar.
» More worries over gender issues than on saving lives and saving the economy.

Star Parker summed it all up:

Star is right. This was a power grab. Fortunately, a lot of the bad stuff was removed before passage. But our response was unnecessarily delayed by days and the crisis and economy worsened.

“Democrats blackmail a nation in crisis. Their demands are like telling a patient on life support that he must sign off on gender-neutral restrooms before we agree to connect his ventilator.”
— Star Parker
FOREIGN THREATS

There are numerous threats:

» China is running a global propaganda effort supported by Russia.

» China is using the crisis they started in an effort to win over nations suffering under COVID-19 at the expense of our alliances.

» China has reopened the “wet markets” where the virus supposedly started with people eating bats. This demonstrates either that they are lying about the origins or willing to ignore the risks to the world. Neither is acceptable.

China Is Lying to the World

China has been falsifying statistics about the spread of the virus there.

https://clarion.causeaction.com/2020/03/30/mike-pompeo-nations-withholding-coronavirus-statistics-are-endangering-peoples-lives/

Does anyone really believe the Chinese statistics showing the virus was completely stopped?
Consider this from Daily Wire:


Think about how that puts all the world at risk! We could be working to eradicate a disease here that’s exploding there. We know they lied and covered up the beginnings of the disease. Our intelligence agencies have confirmed that.

A study found that 95% of the deaths would have been avoided had the Chinese been truthful at the beginning:

“The research also found that if interventions in the country could have been conducted one week, two weeks, or three weeks earlier, cases could have been reduced by 66%, 86%, and 95% respectively – significantly limiting the geographical spread of the disease.”

[https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.03.20028843v3]

One More Big Foreign Threat: Attempts to Undermine the U.S. Dollar:

» Russia, China, North Korea and Iran are attempting to undermine the dollar. Russia began in earnest in 2009. China supported starting in 2013. North Korea and Iran would love to see the dollar fail, as they are subject to our sanctions.

» Our huge and growing Federal Debt provides justification for the efforts and even attracts some of our allies.

» We’ve covered this in detail during past episodes including the recent Episode 79.

» Now even mainstream media has begun to recognize the threat. From Bloomberg on March 31:
Coronavirus Could End Dollar’s Reign in Favor of China – Bloomberg


According to Michael Howell of London’s CrossBorder Capital Ltd “this is a call that the U.S. is about to lose its “exorbitant privilege” of having the world’s reserve currency. This has kept its funding costs low and enabled it to buy foreign assets cheaply. “This mantle may be passing to China.”

“Such predictions have been made before and failed miserably to come true. There is at least a clear reason why it might be different this time: the coronavirus.”

Big Question: Would China Try it Now? Why Not? They think they are on a roll. Take a look at this cartoon from China Daily, the official English-language paper of the Chinese Communist Party.

https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202003/20/WS5e740ac3a31012821728095f.html

Two Questions:
» Why is the Virus smiling? Obviously, it’s pleased with its trophy.

» Will it (they) target the dollar next?

The implications are serious:
  a. If we lost the RESERVE CURRENCY, we would lose the ability to fund our debt.

  b. With oil prices collapsing, the value and usefulness of the petrodollar has collapsed.

  c. With our excessive debt, the need to get foreigners to buy our bonds has never been greater.

  d. And, we have a cabal of nations wanting to stick it to America.
That’s why Episode 79 and its Economic Battle Plan™ are so important, especially now! THIS IS ECONOMIC WARFARE!

NOT ALL BAD NEWS—THERE ARE PLENTY OF REASONS FOR HOPE!

Americans coming together, helping one another. China is exposed and is likely in far worse shape than we are. People are standing up for LIBERTY and ignoring what they know to be false and misleading media narratives. And, science is advancing. We are literally looking at hundreds of potential medicines being reviewed to address the crisis. You can view these at an important website from Artis Ventures (https://www.av.co/covid). There are tabs where you can drill down on all the scientific efforts to solve the problem.

Fight the Pandemic

Scientists, clinicians, and researchers across the globe are working tirelessly to fight the pandemic. To the right is a snapshot of the latest diagnostics, therapeutics, and vaccines innovation.

> Free enterprise is at work addressing the critical shortages.
> While China has sent defective masks and tests to nations in need, free market suppliers have gotten creative like My Pillow making masks and vodka makers making hand sanitizer.
» Dyson came up with a low-cost ventilator in just 10 days’ time! He donated 5,000 units to the British government.

» Abbot labs developed a 5-minute coronavirus test that should deliver 50,000 tests a day using a 7-pound portable kit.

» Johnson and Johnson has poured $1 billion into a vaccine that normally would take 15 years to develop. We will have it much, much sooner which would be important to stop a “second wave” especially since China has been lying to us.

» We got emergency FDA approval to use a malaria drug (hydroxychloroquine) that has shown great promise.

» Benjamin Nieuwsma has a breakthrough with AI on tracking that could allow our economy to open much sooner! We will feature him in a soon-to-be-released video where you can help him.

The point is this. Americans are rising to the occasion. We have to be vigilant. We have to prepare. That’s why we need this Economic War Room®. That’s why we need you to spread the word. If you are already a BlazeTV subscriber GREAT! Tell your friends. Get them to download our Battle Plans. If you aren’t yet a subscriber, then sign up now with the best offer of the year. This won’t last long but as this is first aired, you can get FREE trial and $30 off. Just use the code ECON. CLICK HERE

» We are entering one of the holiest seasons. Resurrection Sunday or Easter for the Christians. Passover for our Jewish friends. This is a celebration of God’s saving His people. It’s a time for prayer.

» We should be crying out to God and praying Psalm 91 over our families and nation. It promises God’s protection as we seek Him and trust Him.
Psalm 91
1 He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High
   Shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.
2 I will say of the Lord, “He is my refuge and my fortress;
   My God, in Him I will trust.”
3 Surely He shall deliver you from the snare of the [a]fowler
   And from the perilous pestilence.
4 He shall cover you with His feathers,
   And under His wings you shall take refuge;
   His truth shall be your shield and [b]buckler.
5 You shall not be afraid of the terror by night,
   Nor of the arrow that flies by day,
6 Nor of the pestilence that walks in darkness,
   Nor of the destruction that lays waste at noonday.
7 A thousand may fall at your side,
   And ten thousand at your right hand; 
   But it shall not come near you.
8 Only with your eyes shall you look,
   And see the reward of the wicked.
9 Because you have made the Lord, who is my refuge,
   Even the Most High, your dwelling place,
10 No evil shall befall you,
   Nor shall any plague come near your dwelling;
11 For He shall give His angels charge over you,
   To keep you in all your ways.
12 In their hands they shall [c]bear you up,
   Lest you [d]dash your foot against a stone.
13 You shall tread upon the lion and the cobra,
   The young lion and the serpent you shall trample underfoot.
14 “Because he has set his love upon Me, therefore I will deliver him;
I will [e]set him on high, because he has known My name.
15 He shall call upon Me, and I will answer him;
I will be with him in trouble;
I will deliver him and honor him.
16 With [f]long life I will satisfy him,
And show him My salvation.”

New King James Version (NKJV)
Scripture taken from the New King James Version®. Copyright © 1982 by Thomas Nelson. Used by permission. All rights reserved.

» We are watching and praying for a miracle soon.

This is a challenge, it has become a crisis, but it’s also an opportunity to Rebuild America and Reset your family and finances IF we keep our heads! Stay tuned to the Economic War Room. And, PRAY for health, wisdom, and blessing. Ask God to give us wisdom. Repent of our sins as a nation. And request His mercy.

Why you should care?

→ Your family’s health may be at risk.
→ Our economy is at risk.
→ We can’t let a virus determine our political future.
→ We are in an economic war with China and others. You want Western Civilization and Liberty to prevail.
→ There are investment risks and opportunities.
→ We are also in a spiritual war disguised as an economic war. It is time to protect what we have been given and keep America’s Judeo-Christian values.
→ When we come out the other side of this crisis, we can enjoy a new and better America and world if we keep our heads.
In the Economic War Room, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s problems. You have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create a voice for economic liberty. In this case, being a “small ship” may include helping your neighbor in a virus scare by showing compassion or sharing helpful information. Together, we can beat this virus and keep America strong.

**Action Steps:**
Share this battle plan with your friends and your financial advisors.

1. Watch our first SPECIAL CORONAVIRUS UPDATE and share it with as many people as you can. You can watch it [HERE](#).
2. Watch our second LIVE UPDATE and share it also. You can watch it [HERE](#).
3. Watch this latest episode that this Economic Battle Plan™ is based at [BlazeTV](#), [XOTV](#), [Facebook](#), or [YouTube](#). Please share as widely as you can.
4. Prepare Your Family. Practice good health hygiene following CDC protocols. Stock up on basic items you may need.
5. Explain why we need FREEDOM and not socialism. Socialism is a failed idea that we must not let resurface.
   
   13 “When I shut up the heavens so that there is no rain, or command locusts to devour the land or send a plague among my people, 14 if my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and I will forgive their sin and will heal their land.”

6. Send this battle plan to friends and ask them to sign up for our weekly Economic Battle Plan™ updates ([https://www.economicwarroom.com](https://www.economicwarroom.com)). Be sure to catch the data and footnotes below for more documentation. We want you to have access to key information to make intelligent decisions.

7. Weaponize your money toward impact investing that strengthens America. Let’s rebuild our domestic supply lines!
We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals:

- Get others to sign up on our website (https://www.economicwarroom.com) and review our free weekly Economic Battle Plans™. Each of these will address critical solutions to the threats highlighted in this briefing.

- Subscribe to BlazeTV and please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and FREE trial.

- Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video segments on FB and make sure those are shared. (We recognize these tools may be compromised at times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major platforms available to reach out to the public. (Alternatives social platforms above are under EWR consideration)

- Check out XOTV.me, a new free speech video platform Economic War Room is proud to partner with. It is free, but consider making a donation to help with Economic War Room’s research and production.

- You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments on FB or YouTube with friends. We set up the Economic War Room™ to be your resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.

- Share this battle plan and our short video segments on FB or YouTube with friends. We set up the Economic War Room to be your resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.

- Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when an economic event happens is usually too late.

- Talk with your financial advisor as it relates to your savings/investments. Ensure your advisor understand the potential impact economic/geo-political scenarios could have on your portfolio. LOOK FOR ECONOMIC WAR ROOM’S ADVISOR AND INVESTOR ONLINE TRAINING COURSES LAUNCHING SOON.
Shareable Quote:
“...You never let a serious crisis go to waste. And what I mean by that it’s an opportunity to do things you think you could not do before.”
– Rahm Emanuel
The EWR Collection Deck — From Kevin Freeman
(List of resources and external links for more information)
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About COVID-19
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Market Impacts
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Political Threats:
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  Communist Disinformation
Economic Threats:
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Economic Threats:
  Nationalization and ESG
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  Crisis to Advance Progressivism
Foreign Threats:
  Chinese Culpability and Manipulation
Foreign Threats:
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The Need to Reopen the Economy
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Where to Access Economic War Room
On BlazeTV  https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/
Our Website  https://www.economicwarroom.com/
Our Facebook page
  https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/
Our Twitter page
  https://twitter.com/economicwarroom
Our YouTube page
  https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman
Our XOTV Channel
  https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
Link to all Battle Plans
  https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans

[ ] - Must Read/Watch
About COVID-19

- Coronavirus COVID-19 (2019-nCoV)--the interactive map and data
  [https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6](https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6)

- 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Situation Summary | CDC

- Are You at Risk? Take the Navigo Risk Assessment

- Fighting the Pandemic
  [https://www.av.co/covid](https://www.av.co/covid)

Oil War Underway

A Deal to Stop the Saudis From Drowning U.S. Shale Would Come None Too Soon

Oil prices could soon turn negative as the world runs out of places to store crude, analysts warn

Ted Cruz, other senators, warn Saudis to stop using oil in ‘financial warfare’ against the US

- Texas Or Canada: Where Will Oil Hit $0 First
  [https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/texas-or-canada-where-will-oil-hit-0-first](https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/texas-or-canada-where-will-oil-hit-0-first)

A barrel of oil is now cheaper than a pint of beer in Canada

Ham: Russia, Saudis exploit virus in ‘direct attack’ on U.S. oil

Biden: YES, We Will Stop Fracking
[https://www.atr.org/biden-yes-we-should-end-fracking](https://www.atr.org/biden-yes-we-should-end-fracking)

Biden Indicates He Would Ban All Fracking
[https://www.washingtonpost.com/video/politics/biden-indicates-from-the-debate-stage-that-he-would-ban-all-fracking/2020/03/18/db729c6b-3dd1-41f8-9773-3fe057112d7_video.html](https://www.washingtonpost.com/video/politics/biden-indicates-from-the-debate-stage-that-he-would-ban-all-fracking/2020/03/18/db729c6b-3dd1-41f8-9773-3fe057112d7_video.html)
Will US Oil Production Leadership Survive the Pandemic?
https://theepochtimes.com/will-u-s-oil-production-leadership-survive-the-pandemic_3291113.html

Market Impacts
S&P 500 tumbles from record finish to correction in just 6 trading days as stock-market rout accelerates
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/dow-sp-500-enter-correction-territory-as-stock-market-selloff-rolls-on-for-6th-straight-day-2020-02-27

Dow plunges 1,100 points as the coronavirus sends the market tumbling into correction territory

Stock market live Friday: Biggest jump in 11 years, Still down big for week, Mnuchin says buy
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/13/stock-market-today-live.html

Stocks continue their rebound from coronavirus plunge, Dow jumps 3%

Political Threats: Election Fraud Risks
Vote By Mail: Easy & Insecure
https://www.electiondefense.org/vote-by-mail

Avenues to Voter Fraud Have No Place in Coronavirus Bill | The Heritage Foundation
https://www.heritage.org/election-integrity/commentary/avenues-voter-fraud-have-no-place-coronavirus-bill

Pelosi: We Want to Get More Money for Voting by Mail in Next Coronavirus Bill, We'll Need at Least $2 Billion for Elections

Biden: States Should Prepare for Remote Voting in 2020 Elections

Kill Chain: The Cyber War on America's Elections
https://www.hbo.com/documentaries/kill-chain-the-cyber-war-on-americas-elections
Political Threats: Trump Derangement Syndrome

Trump Derangement Syndrome: WaPo’s Lust to Say ‘I Told You So’ on the Economy Just Slapped Them in the Face

BOMBSHELL: Steven Crowder finds evidence that could put ‘Fish Tank Cleaner Lady’ in hot water

The View’s Joy Behar tries to get Calif. Gov. Gavin Newsom to blast Trump – but he hits back with only praise for the president

Chart: No, America’s Coronavirus Trajectory is Not ‘The Worst in the World,’ As Claimed

Jemele Hill attacks Robert Kraft for being ‘friends’ with Trump as the Patriots’ plane delivers masks to US

Three governors face lawsuits over closures of gun stores and gun ranges during coronavirus crisis

Trump Spoke Of Coronavirus In SOTU. Pelosi Tore It Up, Called It ‘Manifesto Of Mistruths’

With virus crisis raging, Pelosi and Schiff ramp up new Trump investigations
Out-and-out media lies about Trump and coronavirus

Liberal Reporters Try to Smear Trump as a Racist During Wuhan Coronavirus Presser

[ ] MSNBC legal analyst says President Trump should be charged with ‘negligent homicide’ for coronavirus deaths. A failed Democratic candidate backs him up.

NY Governor Cuomo Praises Trump: ‘His Team Has Been on It’ ‘President Is Doing the Right Thing’
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/03/17/ny-governor-cuomo-praises-trump-his-team-has-been-on-it-president-is-doing-the-right-thing/

Insider Blasts Media Lie That Trump Cut WH Pandemic Office: I Know It Exists Because I Ran It

[ ] CNN host credits Trump for ‘remarkable’ response to coronavirus pandemic: ‘He is being the kind of leader that people need’

[ ] VIDEO: Reporter shuts down Bloomberg after he falsely claims Trump called coronavirus ‘a hoax’
https://www.theblaze.com/news/reporter_shuts_down_bloomberg

Is the Coronavirus the Silver Bullet to Bring Down President Trump?

Democrats Turn Coronavirus Into Bio-Weapon Against Trump
http://www.conservativehq.com/node/32026

Swooning stocks signal higher likelihood of Trump losing election-Moody's Analytics
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316092237-ynqn8
Dr. Birx Corrects Misleading Reporting on Ventilators
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2020/04/01/dr-birx-corrects-misleading-reporting-on-ventilators-n2566126

Top Hollywood names: Impeach Trump again to ‘save lives’

The Real Coronavirus Chronology Shows Trump Was On Top Of It While Biden Was Mocking The Danger
https://thefederalist.com/2020/03/31/the-real-coronavirus-chronology-shows-trump-was-on-top-of-it-while-biden-was-mocking-the-danger/

Trump: I Wasn’t Distracted by Impeachment, but Democrats Were
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/03/31/trump-i-wasnt-distracted-by-impeachment-but-democrats-were/

Jim Acosta tries to get Dr. Fauci to blame Trump for coronavirus deaths, but he dismantles his question instead

A CNN pundit referred to President Trump as ‘retarded.’ It did not go over well.

Last week, Rachel Maddow called Trump’s claim that Navy medical ships would be ready in a week ‘nonsense.’ The USNS Comfort arrived in NYC this morning.

Trump was right: Cuomo admits New York has ‘stockpile’ of ventilators
https://www.wnd.com/2020/03/trump-right-cuomo-admits-new-york-stockpile-ventilators/

Flashback: Pelosi Asks People To Gather In Chinatown In Feb
https://twitter.com/tomselliott/status/1244367217912881160?s=20

New York City’s coronavirus outbreak has exposed Bill de Blasio’s ineptitude
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/new-york-citys-coronavirus-outbreak-has-exposed-bill-de-blasiros-inepitude
[1] Top hospital exec fired after saying Trump supporters with COVID-19 should give up ventilators and die

NBC News asks Biden: Is there ‘blood on the president’s hands?’
https://www.wnd.com/2020/03/nbc-news-asks-biden-blood-presidents-hands/

Pelosi Says Trump Killing Americans in Coronavirus Crisis: “As President Fiddles, People are Dying”; Raises Watergate Impeachment Question

Mayor to New Yorkers: ‘Go out on the town’; Now 20,000 infected

Fauci Comes Forward, Crushes Left’s Narrative on Trump’s Supposedly Dangerous Easter ‘Deadline’

HuffPo Reporter: The Democrats’ Response to the Wuhan Coronavirus Outbreak Has Been Disastrous
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2020/03/20/huffpo-reporter-the-democrats-response-to-the-wuhan-coronavirus-outbreak-has-been-disastrous-n2565419

[1] Trump Sought to Expand Virus Drug Tests Over FDA Objections

Political Threats: Communist Disinformation
Do You See What’s Wrong with the Daily Kos Founder’s Despicable Wuhan Coronavirus Tweet?
No institution has failed the public worse than the news media during the COVID-19 pandemic

House Judiciary Dems Continue to Believe China’s Reported Coronavirus Cases to Attack Trump

Gordon Chang: ‘We Are The Object Of A Hate Campaign By Beijing’
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/18/u-s-china-relations-amid-covid-19/

[ ] Bloomberg Says Chinese People ‘Don’t Seem To Want’ Democracy: ‘They Like Their System’

Bernie Sanders: China Has Done a Lot of Things for Their People!
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/bernie-sanders-china-has-done-a-lot-of-things-for-their-people/

Analyst: Biden’s comments on China ‘inexplicable, absolutely incorrect’

Why Joe Biden Wants Everyone to Ignore China
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u4eKOIUWQ8t=5s

List of Shame: US Media Who Took China’s Propaganda Number of Wuhan Coronavirus Cases at Face Value
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/juliorosas/2020/04/01/list-of-shame-us-media-takes-chinas-propaganda-on-number-of-cases-at-face-value-n2566139

Have They No Shame? American Communists Exploit CCP Virus to Propagandize for Their Chinese Masters
Covid-19: Second-Order Effects

[1] NBC praised China for its medical supplies. Turns out, Chinese COVID-19 tests don’t work, masks are defective.

Whose side is WHO on? Critics say group fronts for China
https://freepressers.com/articles/whose-side-is-who-on-critics-say-group-fronts-for-china

Economic Threats: Inflation and Depression
Jim Rickards: The COVID-19 Depression

Expect the Unexpected After the Crisis: Inflation

[1] It’s time for a massive wartime mobilization to save the economy

Will the $2 Trillion Covid-19 Stimulus Cause Inflation?

Economic Threats: Nationalization and ESG
Democrats push socialized medicine to exploit crisis

Senators Are Urging Trump to Nationalize the Medical Equipment Supply Chain. That Would Be Lethal
https://fee.org/articles/senators-are-urging-trump-to-nationalize-the-medical-equipment-supply-chain-that-would-be-lethal/

It’s Time to Nationalize the Airlines
https://prospect.org/economy/time-to-nationalize-the-airlines/

COVID-19 crisis sparks demand for US to nationalize hospitals
Will the US government nationalize Boeing?

Cuomo calls on feds to nationalize medical supply chain as COVID-19 positives in NY top 15K

Year Of The Rat Fink – Investment Firms Selling Out America
http://andmagazine.com/talk/2020/03/30/year-of-the-rat-fink/

Bloomberg’s Business Nanny
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bloombergs-business-nanny-11581975780

Larry Fink’s Latest Sermon
https://www.wsj.com/articles/larry-finks-latest-sermon-11579305418

Blackrock’s Dereliction of Duty
https://economyandmarkets.com/markets/investing/blackrocks-dereliction-of-duty/

The Stock Market Has Become A Very Liberal Place

Personal Liberty Threats

ABC Trashes Pence’s Christian Faith: Do You “Talk to God” About How Many You Let Die From Coronavirus?

‘Snitches get rewards’: Democratic LA mayor wants residents to tattle on businesses that don’t obey ‘safer at home’ order

Ban alcohol sales during the pandemic
‘Christophobic bigots’ outraged over Franklin Graham’s tent hospital

Congress proposes 50% tax on guns and ammunition in the US

Coronavirus so scary even libs buying guns!

Three governors face lawsuits over closures of gun stores and gun ranges during coronavirus crisis

What Comes After the Coronavirus, Freedom or Despotism?

The My Pillow Guy Did NOT Violate The Constitution, He Illustrated It
https://townhall.com/columnists/kevinmccullough/2020/04/01/the-my-pillow-guy-did-not-violate-the-constitution-he-illustrated-it-n2566142

New Orleans police are jailing people for minor offenses as city becomes covid-19 hot spot

Draconian Lockdown Powers: It’s a Slippery Slope from Handwashing to House Arrest
https://www.rutherford.org/publications_resources/john_whiteheads_commentary/draconian_lockdown_powers_its_a_slippery_slope_from_handwashing_to_house_arrest

‘I used to think ‘Are they really that evil?’ Well, yes they are!’
https://www.wnd.com/2020/04/used-think-really-evil-yes/

Trump to Anti-Gun Governors: ‘Back Off’
https://townhall.com/columnists/bobbarr/2020/04/01/trump-to-antigun-governors-back-off-n2566112
Will COVID-19 Kill the Constitution? Politicians and the Public Are Alarmingly Willing to Violate Civil Liberties in the Name of Fighting the Epidemic

New Orleans Bans Guns During Pandemic

New York Times Blames Evangelical Christians for Coronavirus

Leftist Plans to Use the Crisis to Advance Progressivism

Elizabeth Warren Demands ‘Critical’ Racial Data of those with Coronavirus

The Coronavirus Pandemic Will Forever Alter the World Order

AOC demands coronavirus ‘reparations’ for black, brown people

United Nations wants 10% global tax and wants it now!
https://www.wnd.com/2020/04/united-nations-wants-10-global-tax-wants-now/

Left Moving From Proof Of Concept To Execution On Plan To Bring Down America
http://www.conservativehq.com/node/32260

An even bigger war: The one against expanding government
https://www.wnd.com/2020/04/even-bigger-war-one-expanding-government/
When the Virus Subsides, Get Ready to Fight the Political ‘New Normal’

[ ] Left-wing officials angry that ‘anti-LGBTQ’ Franklin Graham, Samaritan’s Purse are helping NYC coronavirus victims. Officials get smacked right down.

Democrats push socialized medicine to exploit crisis

‘Moderate’ Joe Biden has moved way to the left
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03/11/opinion/moderate-joe-biden-has-moved-way-to-left/

[ ] Of Course Joe Biden Wants to Take Your Guns Away
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/joe-biden-second-amendment-of-course-he-wants-to-take-your-guns-away/

Why Socialism is a Bigger Threat than COVID-19
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/03/why-socialism-is-a-bigger-threat-than-covid-19/

Trump Quarantines Abortion Money in Virus Bill
https://www.frc.org/get.cfm?i=WA20C29&f=WU20C09

Biden’s Felon-Only Deportation Plan Will Cause Border Rush, Says BP Union VP
https://www.breitbart.com/border/2020/03/16/bidens-felon-only-deportation-plan-will-cause-border-rush-says-bp-union-vp/

Pelosi uses coronavirus crisis to push tax relief for blue-state millionaires

Plagues Over the Centuries Have Caused Radical Political Shifts - Examples From the Last 2500 Years
https://russia-insider.com/en/plagues-over-centuries-have-caused-radical-political-shifts-examples-last-2500-years/ri28476
Obama drops coronavirus bombshell: It’s all due to climate change!

Pandemic resurrects globalist dream of 1-world government

Democrats blackmail a nation in crisis

[ ] Cruz Highlights How Many Americans Have Died Today While Democrats Block Spending Bill

New Coronavirus Stimulus Bill In Congress Creates U.S. Digital Dollar

[ ] Dem Rep. Told Colleagues Coronavirus Bill Is ‘Tremendous Opportunity to Restructure Things to Fit Our Vision’

Foreign Threats: Chinese Culpability and Manipulation
China Must Be Held Accountable for the Wuhan Coronavirus Ravaging the World
https://www.hudson.org/research/15885-china-must-be-held-accountable-for-the-wuhan-coronavirus-ravaging-the-world

Australian 60 Minutes: Exposing CCP Lies
https://www.facebook.com/60Minutes9/videos/1086311215070035/?vh=e6d=n

[ ] New evidence suggesting COVID-19 came from a Wuhan virology lab is hard to ignore
Did coronavirus originate in Chinese government laboratory?

How did covid-19 begin? Its initial origin story is shaky.

[ ] CCP Virus] COVID 19 Pandemic Shows Why It's Dangerous to Rely on China for Medicine—Rosemary Gibson – YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpnRUx5DuFY

[ ] Chinese Regime Using Pandemic to Advance Global Ambitions, Expert Says

Beijing's 'Mask Diplomacy' Draws Growing Backlash
https://www.theepochtimes.com/beijings-mask-diplomacy-draws-growing-backlash_3293377.html

[ ] Netherlands Recalls 600,000 Faulty Masks Imported From China

Tucker Embarrasses NYT With Their Own Ridiculous Coronavirus Headlines

‘Economic warfare’: Ted Cruz trashes Chinese government for doing ‘everything they could to hide’ spread of coronavirus

Watch: Irate Japanese Official Suggests a New Name for WHO
FLASHBACK: U.S. Customs Caught a Chinese Biologist With SARS in His Bag at the Airport

Chinese Communist Party Starts Damage Control Over Defective Wuhan Coronavirus Tests, Masks
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2020/04/02/chinese-communist-party-starts-damage-control-over-garbage-wuhan-coronavirus-tests-medical-supplies-n2566228

Outbreak: In the Early Warning Hours
https://www.frc.org/get.cfm?i=WA20D05

Action by China would have curbed coronavirus cases by 95%, says study
https://www.wnd.com/2020/03/study-action-china-curbed-coronavirus-cases-95/

Timeline: The early days of China's coronavirus outbreak and cover-up

Nolte: 53 Times the Establishment Media Said 'Chinese' or 'Wuhan' Virus
https://www.breitbart.com/the-media/2020/03/18/nolte-53-times-the-establishment-media-said-chinese-or-wuhan-virus/

The Web of Lies Spun Around the CCP Virus
https://theepochtimes.com/the-web-of-lies-spun-around-the-ccp-virus_3276210.html

'The View's' Whoopi Goldberg demands Americans stop calling COVID-19 a ‘Chinese virus.’ Meghan McCain isn’t having any of it.

China Lied And People Died: Chinese Scientists Destroyed Wuhan Coronavirus Evidence in December
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2020/03/18/china-destroyed-wuhan-coronavirus-evidence-n2565206

Chinese Regime’s Responsibility for Coronavirus Pandemic
https://www.newsmax.com/fred-fleitz/china-coronavirus-pandemic/2020/03/18/id/958867/
China and the WHO's chief: Hold them both accountable for pandemic
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/487851-china-and-the-whos-chief-hold-them-both-accountable-for-pandemic

[ ] Leaked Documents Reveal Coronavirus Infections Up to 52 Times Higher Than Reported Figures in China's Shandong Province

[ ] New report says evidence suggests China lied about origins of coronavirus outbreak

Report: Videos show China using slave laborers to kickstart economy

Chinese Regime Concealing True Number of COVID-19 Cases, Evidence Shows

Boom: US Intelligence Concludes China's Government is Lying About Coronavirus Infections and Deaths

Coronavirus means that we must now treat China like a hostile state
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/04/01/coronavirus-means-must-now-treat-china-like-hostile-state/

New York Times report spells out why Chinese Communist Party is to blame for pandemic

[ ] China Continues Saber-Rattling Against Taiwan Amid Pandemic
Birx Clears The Air: Governments Were Slow To Respond To Coronavirus ‘Because’ China Covered It Up

Chinese Biological Experiments With Coronavirus To Infect Humans Exposed In 2015 By Italian State Media
coronavirus/

Chinese researchers isolated deadly bat coronaviruses near Wuhan animal market
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/30/china-researchers-isolated-bat-coronaviruses-
near-

Damning: New Evidence Suggests the Chinese Government Is Hugely Underreporting Coronavirus Death Toll
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/guybenson/2020/03/31/damning-new-evidence-suggests-the-chinese-
government-is-hugely-underreporting-coronavirus-death-toll-n2565984

Mike Pompeo: Nations Withholding Coronavirus Statistics Are Endangering People’s Lives
https://clarion.causeaction.com/2020/03/30/mike-pompeo-nations-withholding-coronavirus-statistics-
are-endangering-peoples-lives/

Here’s A List Of Some Of The Most Unusual Animals, Reptiles Available At A Typical Wuhan Wet Market
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/30/wet-markets-wuhan-china-coronavirus-animals/

Tucker Carlson: ‘China Continues To Threaten The Rest Of Us With Wet Markets’
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/30/tucker-carlson-china-threaten-wet-markets/

[ ] China militarizes pandemic disinformation & propaganda
https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2020/03/31/china-pla-pandemic-disinformation-propaganda/

War Room Pandemic: China’s post-pandemic plan for world domination
https://soundcloud.com/americanjobs/war-room-pandemic-april-4-2020

Wuhan residents say coronavirus figures released by China don’t add up
Chinese Company that Makes Forehead Thermometers ‘Jokes’ About Making Faulty Product for Sale in US in Order to Spread Disease

British Scientific Advisers Claim China’s Outbreak Could Be ’15 To 40 Times’ Worse Than Reported, Report Says

‘False narratives’: State Department warns of coronavirus echo chamber by China, Russia, and Iran

China Has Stripped Us Bare
https://www.theepochtimes.com/china-has-stripped-us-bare_3283405.html

One Belt, One Road … One Virus
https://theepochtimes.com/one-belt-one-road-one-virus_3281590.html

Foreign Threats: Attacking the Dollar
BofA: “QE vs Unemployment” Means Soaring Inflation Will Crush The Dollar

China’s Post-Virus Plan to Destroy America’s Economy

Fed’s New Repo Measures Followed a $100 Billion Treasury Exodus

Trillions in coronavirus spending could explode deficits to World War II levels

Coronavirus Could End Dollar’s Reign in Favor of China – Bloomberg
The Need to Reopen the Economy

Trump Is Right: Economic Shutdown Will Result in Deadly Health Crisis, Scientists Say
https://townhall.com/columnists/larryoconnor/2020/04/03/trump-is-right-economic-shutdown-will-result-in-deadly-health-crisis-scientists-say-n2566296

How will humans, by nature social animals, fare when isolated?

Economies can rebound quickly from massive GDP slumps—but not always

Vice President Pence: When Coronavirus Outbreak Over ‘Economy Will Come Roaring Back’

Ryan Helfenbein: We Cannot Save the Free Economy by Destroying It

Mark Cuban predicts ‘we are truly going to see the best of capitalism’ after coronavirus ‘recession’

Private Sector Thrives, Government Regulations Hurt, Capitalism Is Valuable in a Crisis

The first European nation to go into lockdown discusses how to reopen again.
**Reasons for Hope**

**Fighting the Pandemic**  
https://www.av.co/covid

**Breakthrough? Scientists Say They’ve Developed a Wuhan Coronavirus Vaccine That Can Be Rapidly Deployed**  
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2020/04/03/breakthrough-scientists-say-theyve-developed-a-wuhan-coronavirus-vaccine-that-can-be-rapidly-deployed

**Trump campaign donating meals to hospitals during coronavirus crisis**  

**Dr. Ben Carson: Take heart, new treatments could change outlook in ‘week or 2’**  

**These 19 companies are working on coronavirus treatments or vaccines – here’s where things stand**  
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/these-nine-companies-are-working-on-coronavirus-treatments-or-vaccines-heres-where-things-stand-2020-03-06

**Tesla is shipping FDA-approved ventilators to hospitals around the world free of charge during the coronavirus pandemic**  

**New Oxford Study Hidden By Mainstream Media: Millions Already Infected, Recovered, & Immune**  

**California Pandemic Scientist Says His Team Has Found Potential Cure for COVID-19 Virus (Video)**  

**Coronavirus Has Driven A Stake Through Globalism’s Heart**  
https://thefederalist.com/2020/04/01/coronavirus-has-driven-a-stake-through-globalisms-heart/

**L.L. Bean, other local companies transition to medical gear production**  
Cambridge biotech seeks OK for coronavirus test that delivers results in 15 minutes

Shutdowns and stay-at-home orders may be slowing spread of coronavirus, new data show

After the UK Told James Dyson It Needed 10,000 Ventilators, He Invented One in Just 10 Days—And is Donating 5,000

US and J&J commit $1b to coronavirus vaccine codeveloped by Beth Israel